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White Seahorse, Incorporated, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 222 x 152 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Happy Hooking - The Art of
Anchoring is a very readable book on boat anchoring. It is loaded with valuable information on
anchoring tackle, anchoring technique, tying up and rafting, anchoring etiquette, as well as the
occasional anecdote - simply stated a must have for any boater or sailor! The second expanded
edition of Happy Hooking - the Art of Anchoring features: More gear More photos More illustrations
More independent reviews Experience from both sides of the Atlantic Personal anecdotes based on
many thousands of miles of sailing and countless times anchoring Unless you are far offshore, at
some point or another you are going to need to park your boat. Just like knowing how to stop your
car before you start is perhaps the most important part of driving, we feel that anchoring is
perhaps the most important skill you can and should acquire in boating. Anchoring a boat can be a
lovely dance in a harbor, or a painful and often embarrassing display of Homo sapiens inability to
plan or communicate. We will...
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Reviews
An extremely awesome publication with lucid and perfect explanations. It is actually writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. You will like how the
writer publish this book.
-- Melody Ja kubowski
The ebook is fantastic and great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a enjoyment of
looking at a created ebook.
-- Mr . K evin Her z og
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